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Knocking-out genes in the developing nervous system with temporal and spatial precision using 
CRISPR-Cas9 
 
 Jill Wildonger 
University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Many of the genes required for constructing a functional nervous system have essential roles at earlier 
stages of development and in other tissues. This creates the need for an approach to eliminate gene 
function with spatial and temporal control. We are leveraging the CRISPR-Cas9 system to eliminate 
genes specifically within the developing fly nervous system. The first step is to generate transgenic flies 
expressing two guide RNAs (gRNAs) that target the gene(s) of interest. By designing the gRNAs to target 
coding sequence near the transcriptional or translational start, cleavage by one or both gRNAs will result 
in an amorphic allele (two gRNAs are used in case one gRNA cleaves inefficiently, or if a SNP falls within 
a gRNA target sequence). The potential concern of gRNA off-target effects and specificity can be 
addressed by careful gRNA design and by confirming that different gRNAs targeting the same gene 
produce a consistent phenotype. With transgenic gRNA-expressing flies in hand, the targeted gene(s) 
can be eliminated with precision and efficiency (typically approaching 100%) by driving UAS-Cas9 
expression with different available GAL4 strains. Employing transgenic gRNAs in combination with 
restricted expression of Cas9 creates a powerful system to dissect gene function in subsets of tissues.  

 
 
 
Knocking-out genes in the Monarch butterfly using TALEN and CRISPR/Cas9 technologies 
 
Christine Merlin 
Department of Biology and Center for Biological Clocks Research 
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 
  
The eastern North American monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus) has emerged as a model system to 
study animal clocks, navigational mechanisms and the genetic basis of long-distance migration. To 
facilitate mechanistic studies of gene function in this model, we have developed nucleases-mediated 
gene targeting approaches to knockout (KO) genes of interest in vivo. One of the greatest challenges was 
to develop a robust nuclease delivery strategy into the monarch embryo to attain high germline targeting 
rates. We showed that targeting the first nuclei divisions, by injecting at the location of sperm entry into 
the egg soon after fertilization, which occurs at oviposition in the monarch, was key. Using Zinc-Finger 
Nucleases, the first generation of engineered nucleases and the only technology available at the time, we 
previously introduced high frequency non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ)-mediated mutagenic lesions in 
the germline at a clock gene locus, the vertebrate-like cryptochrome (cry2). However, the number of 
butterflies carrying mutations relative to the number of injected eggs was very low, probably due to the 
toxicity of these proteins. To improve targeting efficiencies and facilitate the recovery of germline mutants, 
we have recently expanded our work using two newer classes of nucleases, transcription activator-like 
effector nucleases (TALENs) and the CRISPR/Cas9 system, to target the cry2 and the clock (clk) loci. 
Excitingly, compared to Zinc Finger Nucleases, TALENs and CRISPR targeting cry2 at similar genomic 
locations increased respectively by 30 and 200-fold the number of butterflies exhibiting somatic mutations 
relative to the number of injected embryos. Similar results were observed for Clk, for which the success 
rate was high for both TALENs and CRISPR-mediated targeting. For both genes, analysis of individual 
carriers indicates that the fraction of modified alleles was similar between ZFNs, TALENs and CRISPR, 
with the notable exception of CRISPR-mediated targeting of Cry2, which led to full somatic KOs. 
Importantly, NHEJ-induced mutations were readily recovered in the progeny of highly targeted butterflies, 
thereby allowing us to generate new monarch mutants in less than three months. Because the 
CRISPR/Cas9 system provides greater ease of use and targeting efficiency than TALENs in the monarch, 
this technology will ultimately facilitate the development of knock-in approaches to introduce reporter 
tags, precise mutations, or conditional alleles, into loci of interests, and should be easily transferable to 
other lepidopteran species. 
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Direct transduction of molecular cargo into the arthropod germline, or "Embryonic microinjection 
is a pain in the ***" 
 
Jason Rasgon 
Penn State University 
 
Genetic manipulation is a powerful technique for addressing research questions in arthropods of medical 
importance. Current approaches rely upon delivering DNA or enzymes to preblastoderm embryos via 
embryonic microinjection. However, embryonic microinjection is technically challenging, is limited to a 
small number of arthropod taxa, and is inefficient even in optimized species. As such, there is a critical 
need to develop methods for arthropod genetic manipulation that are simple, accessible for many 
researchers and generally compatible for a large variety of arthropod species. I will discuss our labs 
progress toward the development of systems to bypass the need for embryonic microinjection and 
instead directly transduce cargo into the arthropod germline for stable and heritable editing of the 
chromosomal genetic sequence. 
 
 
 
 
Functional Evo-Devo Studies in Dipteran Insects: Model Choice and Recent Insights 
 
Urs Schmidt-Ott 
University of Chicago 
 
The insect order Diptera is a suitable model taxon for comparative developmental genetics.  It includes an 
important genetic model organism (Drosophila melanogaster) and has a good fossil record, which 
bolsters the evolutionary framework for comparative studies. Diptera also includes a significant number of 
species of agricultural or public health concern and the economical interest in these species has 
stimulated the generation of genomic data and other resources that are useful in comparative studies. 
However, the number of model organisms in this group that have been effectively used for functional 
genetic evo-devo studies remains small. I will review advantages and limitations of a few experimental 
systems that have come into use in recent years, and what they have taught us on the evolution of 
embryonic development in this group and beyond.   
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1 
Is methylation one of the drivers of virulence in Diuraphis noxia (Kurd.) Hemiptera: Aphididae? 
 
Anna-Maria Botha, Professor, Genetics Department, Stellenbosch University 
 
Diuraphis noxia (Kurdjumov, Hemiptera: Aphididae), a specialist phloem feeder, is an economically 
important aphid pest afflicting wheat and barley yield in dry-land production regions of the USA, Argentina 
and South Africa.   Populations sharing similar ecoagricultural regions and expressing different levels of 
virulence towards their hosts are called biotypes, and the number of D. noxia biotypes reported continues 
to increase, posing multiple threats to global food security.  With the availability of the draft genome of D. 
noxia and confounding evidence of genomic plasticity, we set out to determine the extent of methylation 
in the genome of Diuraphis noxia in order to determine if methylation contributes to changes in virulence. 
To this end, the global levels of methylation as well as the methylation profiles of the different biotypes 
were investigated, the former done by measuring fluorescent adaptor levels when aphid DNA was 
restricted with isoschizomers HpaII and MspI. The latter involved the use of Methylation-Sensitive 
Amplification Polymorphism, and also provided insight into local regions of methylation in the genome. 
The global methylation results suggest an inversely proportional relationship between virulence levels and 
methylation, hypomethylation being associated with increased virulence. Methylation profiles of the 
biotypes, whilst similar, did show some clear differences indicating that differential methylation of certain 
genes could indeed contribute to differences in virulence. This study, being the first of its kind for 
Diuraphis noxia, has provided the groundwork for future research into methylation of this insect, and adds 
to a growing body of knowledge on the Russian Wheat Aphid. 

 
 
 
2 
Identification of the Locus Controlling the Male Pea Aphid Wing Dimorphism  
 
*Brisson, Jenn A.; Li, Binshuang  
University of Rochester, Department of Biology, Rochester, NY 14627 
 
Spectacular morphological diversity exists within the animal world, yet much remains to be understood 
about the developmental genetic basis of that diversity. The pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum) displays 
strikingly different adult male winged and wingless phenotypes. The differences between the morphs are 
controlled by a single locus on the X chromosome called aphicarus (api). We used both association and 
linkage mapping to identify a ~120kb region containing api. We found high sequence divergence (1.3% in 
exons, higher outside of exons) between winged and wingless males within a large region (~60kb 
containing nine genes) at api. Many SNPs were perfectly associated with the male phenotypes. These 
results suggest that there is a low recombination rate in this region, and that the alternative male 
phenotypes are maintained via an inversion and/or balancing selection. Our results identify promising 
candidates for further study using genetic technologies and will ultimately provide significant insight into 
the molecular basis of morphological diversity. 
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3 
Alternatively Spliced mRNA Isoforms Are Differentially Expressed Between Polyphenic Morphs in 
the Pea Aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum) 
 
Chaffee, Mary; Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Rochester 
Additional authors:  
Brisson, Jennifer; University of Rochester, Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology. Rochester, 
NY 14627 
 
Polyphenism is an extreme form of phenotypic plasticity where a single genotype can mature into 
multiple, alternative phenotypes that are discrete and environmentally adaptive. Alternative splicing 
creates a diversity of mRNA isoforms that can be used to respond to environmental conditions by 
influencing phenotypic traits. However, very little research has focused on alternative splicing in 
polyphenisms. In pea aphids, winged or wingless females can be produced due to environmental stress, 
and asexual or sexual morphs develop based on the photoperiod experienced by the mother. All female 
morphs are genetically identical. Preliminary quantitative PCR results have shown that alternative splicing 
exists between winged and wingless asexual females and alternative mRNA isoforms of the same gene 
are expressed at different levels between the morphs. We tested the hypothesis that alternative splicing is 
utilized equally or more between polyphenic morphs than between the sexes with the following 
comparisons: winged versus wingless asexual female morphs, sexual versus asexual females morphs, 
and males versus sexual females. Using RNA-seq data from three different strains of pea aphids, 
significantly different alternatively spliced genes between morphs were identified with DEXseq, MISO, 
and cuffdiff. These programs were chosen to compare alternative exon usage (DEXseq), and mRNA 
isoform expression levels (cuffdiff & MISO) between the morphs. We will present the results of these 
analyses.  
 
Funded by the Biology Department at the University of Rochester 

 
 
 
4 
Electroporation of Haplodiploid Hymenoptera: Nasonia 
 
Chhay, Bonirath; Brucker Lab, Rowland Institute at Harvard 
Additional authors:  
Brucker, Robert M. 
 
Nasonia is a genus of parasitoid wasp with numerous traits that lend itself to genetic studies. It has been 
an emerging model for hymenoptera biology due to its ease of rearing in the lab, efficient molecular 
techniques, and sequenced genomes. However, stable transgenic lines have been difficult to generate. 
Electroporation provides a less labor intensive means to existing techniques RNAi via technically 
challenging microinjection of Nasonia eggs. To this end, we have developed novel electroporation 
techniques for Nasonia embryos to deliver small molecules and plasmids to the developing wasps.  
This protocol outlines the specific settings and methods tested for the most efficient uptake of desired 
material. The method developed utilizes electroporation cuvettes with a custom teflon insert for easy 
insertion and extraction of high numbers of eggs in and out of the cuvette. Embryos are then exposed to 
pulsed voltages to maximize effective electroporation with a reasonable efficiency. Embryos were then 
reared in Nasonia Rearing Media. Our observations indicate that electroporation is a viable means to 
introduce novel molecules into the developing embryos and opens up new possibilities for the model 
system. 
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5 
The best of two worlds: the use of CRISPR/Cas9 and transposable elements to generate a 
genome-wide mutagenesis system for the Western corn rootworm, Diabrotica virgifera virgifera 
 
Chu, Fu-Chyun; Entomology, North Carolina State University 
Additional authors:  
Gorski, Stephanie; NC State University 
Cardoza, Yasmin; NC State University 
Lorenzen, Marcé; NC State University 
 
The Western corn rootworm (WCR) is a major pest of maize and is notorious for rapidly adapting 
biochemically, behaviorally, and developmentally to a variety of control methods. Transformation-based 
applications such as transposon tagging, enhancer trapping, and genome-wide mutagenesis have 
facilitated the genetic dissection of model species, such as Drosophila melanogaster. Following this 
paradigm, we are developing a germline transformation system for WCR. In an effort to recapitulate an 
efficient piggyBac-based system from Tribolium castaneum, we are using a sequence-specific genome 
editing tool, CRISPR/Cas9, in conjunction with transposable elements, which can insert randomly 
throughout the genome. Here we report our progress towards this aim on several fronts, including results 
from: 1) driving marker gene (EGFP and DsRed) expression from heterologous promoters (Tc-alpha-
Tubulin and Dm-heat-shock-70); 2) germline transformation (piggyBac and Minos elements); and 3) 
establishment of WCR “helper” strains (i.e. beetles that expresses piggyBac transposase). We also report 
plans and progress towards our remaining objectives: 1) site-specific insertion of a marked piggyBac 
element (3’UTR of a muscle actin gene), and 2) creation of a white-eyed mutant strain to enhance the 
usefulness of eye-specific fluorescent marker genes. Taken together this, combination of transposon- and 
CRISPR-based technologies is expected to bring a wide-range of transformation–based tools to bear on 
understanding WCR biology. 
 
 
 
6 
Heritable CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing in Aedes aegypti 
 
Dong, Shengzhang; Department of Veterinary Pathobiology, University of Missouri 
Additional authors:  
Lin, Jingyi; Department of Veterinary Pathobiology, College of Veterinary Medicine, 209C Connaway Hall,  

University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211 
Held, Nicole; Department of Veterinary Pathobiology, College of Veterinary Medicine, 209D Connaway 

Hall,  University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211 
Clem, Rollie; Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology Program, Division of Biology, 116 Ackert  

Hall, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506. 
Passarelli, Lorena; Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology Program, Division of Biology, 116 

Ackert  Hall, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506 
Franz, Alexander; Department of Veterinary Pathobiology, College of Veterinary Medicine, 303 

Connaway Hall,  University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211 
 
Targeted genome editing is a powerful method to study gene function in any given organism. Thus far, 
two tools have been used for targeted gene disruption in the yellow fever mosquito, Aedes aegypti: zinc-
finger nucleases (ZFN) and transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN). These tools involve 
the use of engineered DNA binding proteins to introduce target site-specific double-strand breaks in the 
genomic DNA. However, both tools are complicated to assemble using standard molecular techniques. 
The CRISPR/Cas9 (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/ CRISPR-associated 
sequence 9) system has previously been utilized for genome editing in a number of organisms including 
insects and promises to be a true 'do-it-yourself' genome editing tool.   
 
Recently, we employed the CRISPR/Cas9 system to disrupt a marker gene in transgenic Ae. aegypti. We 
injected in vitro transcribed Cas9 mRNA and two sgRNAs targeting different regions of the enhanced 
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cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP) gene into embryos of a transgenic mosquito line expressing both Dsred 
and ECFP from the eye tissue-specific 3xP3 promoter in separated but tightly linked expression 
cassettes. In outcrossed G1 larvae, successful ECFP knockout was determined by identifying individuals 
showing only DsRed expression but no longer ECFP expression in their eyes. We recovered four different 
G1 pools (5.5% knockout efficiency) with this phenotype. PCR amplification, cloning, and sequencing of 
PCR amplicons revealed indels in the ECFP target gene ranging from 2-27 nucleotides. These results 
showed for the first time that CRISPR/Cas9 mediated genome editing is achievable in Ae. aegypti, paving 
the way for further functional genomics related studies in this mosquito species. 
 
 
 
7 
Coupling transcriptomics and RNA interference to gain insight into Bt resistance in the Western 
corn rootworm. 
 
*Folukemi Adedipe;

 
Marcé D. Lorenzen 

Department of Entomology, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695 
 
The Western corn rootworm (WCR) is a serious pest of maize and is notorious for its ability to overcome 
control methods. Currently the best way to control WCR is through the use of transgenic corn - corn that 
expresses crystal (Cry) toxins from the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt). However, resistance to one 
of these Bt toxins, Cry3Bb1, has been confirmed in field populations of WCR. Members of a large 
superfamily of proteins have been implicated in the mode of action and resistance to Bt toxins in 
Lepidoptera, therefore we are using a combination of transcriptomics and RNA interference (RNAi) to 
gain a better understanding of this superfamily in WCR. These proteins bind and hydrolyze ATP while 
transporting a wide varitity of substrates across lipid membranes, and are known as ATP-binding cassette 
(ABC) transporters. In insects, they play important roles in metabolism, development, eye pigmentation 
and xenobiotic clearance. Here we report our progress towards mining the WCR transcriptiome for ABC 
transporter genes, provide data on orthology to other insect ABC transporters and outline plans for 
assessing their function, and potential role in Bt resistance. Result from this study are expected to provide 
insights into the role of this protein family in insecticide resistance in WCR and may help establish new 
target sites for insect control. 
 
 
 
8 
Strategies and considerations to improve assemblies of non-model arthropod genomes towards 
chromosomal scale datasets 
 

Geib, Scott; Pacific Basin Agricultural Research Center, USDA-ARS 
Additional authors:  
Calla, Bernarda; USDA-ARS-PBARC 
Sim, Sheina; USDA-ARS-PBARC/U. Hawaii 
 

To successfully generate a high quality assembly of a non-model arthropod, considerations must be 
made in terms of what resources are available to generate the most comprehensive dataset.  Depending 
on the goal of the sequencing project, one might be interested in a single individual genome, composite 
assembly of multiple related organisms or generating comparable assemblies between related species. 
We compare utilization of several sequencing strategies towards generation of chromosome-scale 
assemblies of Tephritid fruit fly genomes.  This includes considerations during sample selection, library 
prep, assembly algorithms, as well as accessory data to work towards high quality assemblies.  Super-
scaffolding techniques, such as linkage map construction and contact map generation are compared in 
terms of cost effectiveness, accuracy, and completeness to other techniques and emerging long-read 
technologies. Overall improved genomes can be generated while also reducing the cost in non-model 
arthropods. 
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9 
Breaking Down Medea: Using New Genome Editing Tools to Solve an Old Mystery 
 
Grubbs, Nathaniel; Entomology, North Carolina State University 
Additional authors:  
Chu, Fu-Chyun;  
Lorenzen, Marcé;  
 
Medea is a maternal-effect selfish genetic element which occurs naturally in certain populations of the red 
flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum. Offspring of heterozygous Medea mothers must inherit at least one 
copy of the Medea element in order to survive, but, aside from being associated with a 21.5-kb insertion, 
the cause of this phenotype remains elusive. New tools for specific excision of genomic regions have 
finally made possible a systematic dissection of the Medea-associated insertion, allowing us to pinpoint 
the DNA sequence responsible for the Medea phenotype. It is our intention to employ the RNA-guided 
nuclease, Cas9, to delete and replace distinct portions of the Medea-associated insertion with a 
fluorescent marker gene, then test marked females for the continued function of Medea. This method is 
expected to crack the enigma that is Medea, and finally unlock its potential as a gene-drive system for the 
control of pests and vector-borne diseases. 
 
 
 
10 
Coleopteran Cadherins: Critical to Cry Toxins? 
 
Gutzmann, Nicole, Entomology, NCSU 
Additional authors:  
 
The bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) produces a wide variety of crystal (Cry) toxins, many of which 
have proven to be effective biopesticides. In fact, these toxins protect over 80% of US corn and cotton. 
While the mode of action of Cry toxins has been established for lepidopterans, it is still contested for 
coleopterans. The recent literature has demonstrated that in Coleoptera, cadherins bind Cry toxins, RNAi 
knockdown of cadherin transcripts results in resistance, and feeding cadherin fragments to beetles 
increases toxicity, therefore my goal is to determine the functional domains of a coleopteran cadherin. To 
achieve this goal I will use the CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing system to replace a portion of the cadherin 
gene in a resistant beetle species (Tribolium castaneum) with the equivalent portion from a susceptible 
species (Tenebrio molitor). I hope to effectively knock-in Bt susceptibility and therefore identify the 
sequence of the toxin binding region and confirm that midgut cadherins are an integral part of the mode of 
action of Bt Cry toxins in Coleoptera. 
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11 
Host Cell Compensation for Genomic Deterioration of an Intracellular Bacterial Symbiont 
 

Luan, Junbo; Department of Entomology, Cornell University 
Additional authors:  
Chen, Wenbo; Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA 
Shan, Hong-Wei; Ministry of Agriculture Key Laboratory of Agricultural Entomology, Institute of Insect 

Sciences, Zhejiang University, 866 Yuhangtang Street, Hangzhou 310058, China 
Liu, Shu-Sheng; Ministry of Agriculture Key Laboratory of Agricultural Entomology, Institute of Insect 

Sciences, Zhejiang University, 866 Yuhangtang Street, Hangzhou 310058, China 
Douglas, Angela E.; Department of Entomology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA 
Daniel K. Hasegawa, Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, 

USA Alvin M Simmons USDA-Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Vegetable Laboratory, Charleston, 
SC 29414, USA William M Wintermantel USDA-Agricultural Research Service 

 

The genetic and evolutionary mechanisms underlying metabolic coadaptation between intracellular 
bacteria and host cell are poorly understood. One widely-spread whitefly Bemisia tabaci harbors the 
obligate symbiont Portiera with drastically degenerate genome and facultative symbiont Hamiltonella in 
bacteriocytes. Comparative genomic and transcriptomic approaches revealed that bacteriocytes are 
metabolically specialized to supply metabolites required by Portiera. Host cell exerts metabolic regulation 
of intracellular bacterial symbionts by provisioning precursors or terminal metabolites, compensating 
missing symbiont genes and metabolic duplication. Such metabolic interactions reflect the ongoing 
coevolution between symbionts and host. Hamiltonella was not integrated into host-Portiera interaction 
network by and large. 
 
 
12 
Establishing RNA interference in the arbovirus vector, Culicoides sonorensis 
 

Mills, Mary; Division of Biology, Kansas State University 
Additional authors:  
Nayduch, Dana; USDA ABADRU 
Michel, Kristin; Kansas State University 
 

Apoptosis is the conserved cellular process of programmed cell death used as an antiviral defense in 
multiple insect species. This process is induced by inactivating inhibitor of apoptosis 1 (IAP1), which 
results in activation of the initiator caspase, DRONC. Active DRONC, in turn, initiates a caspase cascade, 
ultimately causing cell death. Biting midges in the genus Culicoides are important vectors of the arboviral 
diseases Epizootic Hemorrhagic Disease, Bluetongue, and Schmallenberg causing significant economic 
burden worldwide. Research on this vector has been hindered by the lack of a sequenced genome, the 
difficulty of consistent culturing of certain species, and the absence of molecular techniques such as RNA 
interference (RNAi). Here, we analyzed the apoptosis pathway in Culicoides sonorensis and established 
RNAi as a research tool in this important vector species. The development of an injection protocol 
allowed for double-stranded (ds)RNA microinjection into the hemocoel of CO2–anesthetized adult female 
midges. After injection, midges were assessed for mortality, mRNA transcript levels at 5 days post 
injection (dpi), and caspase activity at 2 dpi. DsRNA injection targeting the newly identified C. sonorensis 
IAP1 (CsIAP1) ortholog, resulted in increased mortality rates (Log Rank test, P<0.0001), which decreased 
median survival time by 73% compared to dsGFP controls. In addition, dsCsIAP1-injected midges 
showed a statistically significant increase in caspase activity (1-way ANOVA, P<0.001; Tukey’s post-test, 
P<0.05), implicating apoptosis as the cause of increased mortality in dsCsIAP1-injected. Furthermore, the 
C. sonorensis ortholog of DRONC (CsDRONC) was identified, enabling epistatic analyses of the 
apoptosis pathway using simultaneous CsIAP1 and CsDRONC targeted knockdown. Targeted 
knockdown of both CsDRONC and CsIAP1 resulted in a partial reversal of the increased mortality 
phenotype observed in CsIAP1-injected midges. These data demonstrate the conserved function of 
CsIAP1 and CsDRONC in C. sonorensis. Importantly, they also demonstrate the feasibility of RNAi by 
dsRNA injection in adult midges. Taken together these results will greatly facilitate studies of the 
respective contributions of apoptosis, RNAi, and other potential mechanisms related to vector 
competence in C. sonorensis.  
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13 
Silencing of end-joining repair for efficient site-specific gene insertion after TALEN/CRISPR 
mutagenesis in Aedes aegypti 
 
Overcash, Justin; Entomology, Virginia Tech 
Additional authors:  
Basu, Sanjay; Virginia Tech 
Aryan, Azadeh; Virginia Tech 
Samuel, Glady; Virginia Tech 
Anderson, Michelle; Virginia Tech 
Dahlem, Timothy; University of Utah 
Kevin Myles, Virginia Tech; Zach Adelman, Virginia Tech 
 
Conventional control strategies for mosquito-borne pathogens such as malaria and dengue are now being 
complemented by the development of transgenic mosquito strains reprogrammed to generate beneficial 
phenotypes such as conditional sterility or pathogen resistance. The widespread success of site-specific 
nucleases such as transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and clustered regularly 
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 in model organisms also suggests that re-
programmable gene drive systems based on these nucleases may be capable of spreading such 
beneficial phenotypes in wild mosquito populations. Using the mosquito Aedes aegypti, we determined 
that mutations in the FokI domain used in TALENs to generate obligate heterodimeric complexes 
substantially and significantly reduce gene editing rates. We found that CRISPR/Cas9- based editing in 
the mosquito Ae. aegypti is also highly variable, with the majority of guide RNAs unable to generate 
detectable editing. By first evaluating candidate guide RNAs using a transient embryo assay, we were 
able to rapidly identify highly effective guide RNAs; focusing germ line-based experiments only on this 
cohort resulted in consistently high editing rates of 24–90%. Microinjection of double-stranded RNAs 
targeting ku70 or lig4, both essential components of the end-joining response, increased recombination-
based repair in early embryos as determined by plasmid-based reporters. RNAi-based suppression of 
Ku70 concurrent with embryonic microinjection of site-specific nucleases yielded consistent gene 
insertion frequencies of 2–3%, similar to traditional transposon- or ΦC31-based integration methods but 
without the requirement for an initial docking step. These studies should greatly accelerate investigations 
into mosquito biology, streamline development of transgenic strains for field releases, and simplify the 
evaluation of novel Cas9-based gene drive systems. 
 
 
 
14 
De novo characterization of transcriptome and genome assemblies from the Asia I mtCOI genetic 
clade of Bemisia tabaci 
 
Patel, Mitulkumar; Natural Resources Institute, University of Greenwich 
Additional authors:  
Colvin, John; Natural Resources Institute 
Bailey, David; Natural Resources Institute 
Seal, Susan; Natural Resources Institute 
 
Introduction: Next generation sequencing of transcriptomes and the genome of the Asia I mtCOI genetic 
clade of Bemisia tabaci has been undertaken. A genetic comparison of this putative species with other 
important B. tabaci and related insect species may provide targets for the development of more effective 
whitefly control strategies, as well as improved diagnostic markers.  
 
Materials and Methods: Three transcriptomes of adult B. tabaci (unnormalized and normalized female, 
and unnormalized male cDNA libraries) were constructed and sequenced. Contigs were assembled and 
highly expressed genes identified. The top 1,000 of these genes were mapped onto a draft Asia I genome 
assembly produced from corresponding whitefly DNA sequences, using GMAP. The BLASTX program of 
the standalone BLAST2GO package was used for gene annotation by searching the non-redundant 
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protein sequence database at NCBI. Gene Ontology (GO) terms were assigned to annotated contigs, and 
phylogenetic comparisons were made of Asia I sequences with closely related species using a range of 
different software programs. 
 
Results and Conclusion: Roche 454 pyrosequencing of total mRNA from adult male and female ‘Asia I B. 
tabaci’ cDNA libraries generated between 300,000 and 560,000 sequence reads for each library. Contig 
assemblies, constructed from these sequences using the software program CLC Genomics Workbench, 
generated ~30,000 core contigs. GMAP analysis against a draft genome sequence assembled from 
corresponding genomic DNA, confirmed the accuracy of the transcriptome assemblies, with 7,967 
transcripts mapping with 100% correspondence, followed by 3,392 transcripts with 99-99.9% identity, and 
4,191 with 90-99% identity. Over 1,000 full-length B. tabaci gene sequences have been determined. 
Phylogenetic comparisons of these with B. tabaci published sequences, as well as unpublished 
transcriptomes from other B. tabaci populations, will be presented. 
 
Acknowledgements: Sequencing was performed at the Gene Pool Sequencing Facility (Edinburgh, UK) 
and The Genome Analysis Centre (TGAC, Norwich, UK). The authors acknowledge helpful discussions 
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Anopheles albimanus is a major malaria vector that transmits disease in an area stretching from Mexico 
and Central America into northern South America. Until recently, genetic tools for this species, have been 
limited to a low-resolution photo map and a linkage map for chromosome 2. The photomap, published in 
2000, established arm homology with An. gambiae based on 17 physically mapped markers. Although the 
2000 map is a significant improvement over its predecessors, this map was not designed for physical 
mapping purposes. Recent publication of the An. albimanus genome sequence as part of the 16 
genomes project revealed a relatively small genome assembly of 170 Mb and long scaffolds with an N50 
of ~18 Mb. These promising statistics present an opportunity to create a high-quality physical genome 
map for this species with considerably less effort than mapping endeavors for other species. However, in 
silico comparison of gene order with An. gambiae predicted several misassemblies within the An. 
albimanus genome sequence. We physically mapped ~97% of the An. albimanus genome and confirmed 
13/15 predicted misassemblies within 6 scaffolds. We then compared the position of our probes with 
those of the linkage map published for chromosome 2 in 2009, and established correspondence between 
the two maps. As has been demonstrated by the An. gambiae and An. stephensi genomes, physical 
mapping and genome sequencing combine to yield chromosomal assemblies which are extremely 
valuable resources. Here we present our physical genome map— with 97% of the genome sequence 
assembled into chromosomes, our chromosomal assembly surpasses all mosquito genomes published to 
date. This map can assist in studies of genome landscape, chromosome evolution, population genetics 
and genome editing to name just a few.  
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Identifying novel genetic contributors to the siRNA immune pathway in Aedes aegypti 
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Aedes aegypti is an important vector of human pathogens including yellow fever, dengue and 
chikungunya viruses. The small interfering RNA pathway is a critical immune response for controlling viral 
replication in A. aegypti. The goal of this research is to identify components of the A. aegypti genome that 
influence this innate immune pathway. A transgenic mosquito strain that reports the status of the siRNA 
pathway via GFP intensity was employed to differentiate silencing abilities among individuals. Extreme 
GFP expression phenotypes, representing efficient and poor silencing abilities, were enriched over five 
generations. Transcriptome sequencing and analysis will be performed from pools of individuals from 
each final phenotype enrichment. QTL crosses were performed from single mate pair crosses of one F0 
parent from each enriched extreme phenotype line. F1 progeny were self-crossed and the F2 progeny 
demonstrating each of the extreme phenotypes were selected and archived with their F0 grandparents for 
DNA sequencing and SNP analysis.   
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Dressing up the new Frankliniella occidentalis genome: Using a Tuxedo RNA-seq pipeline to 
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The interplay between a persistent-propagative virus and its insect vector is dependent on interactions 
between both virus and vector molecules. Much is known about Tomato spotted wilt virus proteins and 
the roles they play in virus replication, infection, and movement within the plant host. While the western 
flower thrips vector, Frankliniella occidentalis (Pergande), is also undoubtedly an important player with 
respect to molecular interactions, there is very little known about thrips molecules and their role in the 
virus life-cycle. Our research provides an investigation of thrips gene expression changes during virus 
infection. With the advent of the i5K genome for Frankliniella occidentalis, we are now able to explore 
molecular interactions at a new level. The i5K genome provides, for the first time, a direct reference 
comparison with transcriptomics data from Frankliniella occidentalis. The genome currently consists of 
6,263 scaffolds (N50 = 948.9kb). We constructed a genome-reference-based transcriptome assembly 
from thrips coding RNA derived from sequence reads of Illumina RNA-Seq libraries from four independent 
biological replications of TSWV-exposed and non-exposed thrips. RNAseq reads were aligned to the 
genome using Bowtie2 as a short read aligner and subsequently Tophat2 to identify splice junctions 
between exons. Cufflinks2 was exploited to construct a reference-based transcriptome assembly. 
Differential gene expression due to TSWV infection was quantified, and differentially expressed 
transcripts were identified. This necessarily large-scale transcriptomics is one of few methods available to 
explore host molecules involved in virus-host interactions on a global scale, and it is important for 
establishing an understanding of the dynamic and complex molecular interaction between TSWV and F. 
occidentalis. We are excited to report the use of the i5K genome for differential gene expression analysis, 
and we hope that many more discoveries arise from its creation. 
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The Mediterranean fruit fly Ceratitis capitata (Wiedemann), commonly known as the medfly, is a 
destructive agricultural pest and the object of expensive population eradication and suppression efforts 
within state and federal departments of agriculture. Area-wide integrated pest management programs 
control medfly populations through the release of sterile males which must be massively produced. Mass-
rearing and release of sterile males is facilitated by two sex-linked traits white pupae (wp) and 
temperature sensitive lethal (tsl). Though these two sex-linked traits in what is known as a genetic sexing 
strain was developed over 20 years ago, the genetic basis of wp is unknown.  The purpose of this project 
was to identify SNP loci tightly linked to the causative mutation for wp in mass-reared sterile insect 
colonies. A high-quality reference genome from whole-genome sequences from individual flies and 
assembled using DISCOVAR was used along with GBS sequences from an F4 mapping population to 
identify SNPs linked to wp.  The genomic region containing the SNPs tightly linked to wp was then 
investigated further to generate a list of candidate SNPs resulting in the wp mutation. This data has been 
used to develop a genetic assay for differentiating between recaptured sterile insect released males and 
wild males, will be useful for the improvement of existing sterile insect colonies, and can be used to 
identify an orthologous gene in other species to create novel sterile insect strains. 
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Genome editing in the two-spotted cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus, using CRISPR/Cas9 system. 
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An orthopteran insect, the cricket Gryllus bimaculatus, has recently become a hemimetabolous insect 
model system owing to the successes of RNAi-based gene-functional analyses and transgenic 
technology, whereas target mutagenesis was intractable in this species. Recently, the CRISPR/Cas9 
system as programmable RNA-guided endonuclease was reported. CRISPR/Cas9 system consist of 
Cas9 nuclease and guide-RNA (gRNA), and induce DNA double strand breaks at the target site, resulting 
to the frameshift-mediated gene disruption by NHEJ-based repair. We tried to introduce mutations into 
cricket genes using CRISPR/Cas9 system.  
We designed gRNAs for targeted genes in Gryllus, and microinjected with Cas9 nuclease mRNA and 
gRNA into cricket eggs. Mutations by CRISPR/Cas9 system were introduced into target site in 
significantly higher efficiency compared to ZFNs/TALENs. Via selection of G1 heterozygotes by mutation 
detection assays using SURVEYOR nuclease and subsequent sibling crosses, we obtained homozygous 
targeted alleles. Furthermore, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated knock-in has been succeeded in this species. Via 
NHEJ-based repair pathway, a DNA cassette was knocked-in into the targeted loci of the cricket genome 
in high efficiency. We succeeded in generating knock-in crickets expressing a reporter gene in a target 
gene pattern. We will show knock-out and knock-in for cricket developmental genes mediated by 
CRISPR/Cas9 system in cricket embryos. 


